Lesson 20: Glenbrook North High School Cooperative Driving Test
Points of Emphasis: BTW test for State of Illinois Driver License

GBN – Parking Lot

1) Left out of lot.

2) Left on Shermer. (Traffic light)

3) Left on Techny. (Traffic light - Unprotected left turn or left arrow)

4) Right on Greenview.

5) Left on Asbury. (Yield sign – Back around corner)

6) Right on Fieldwood. (Yield sign)

7) Left on Farnsworth (Stop sign)

8) Left on Birch. (Stop sign – Complete a turnabout on left side – use driveway)

9) Right on Illinois.

10) Left on Western. (Stop sign)

11) Right on Walters. (4-way stop)

12) Left on Shermer. (Traffic light – go over Railroad tracks)

13) Left on Church. (Traffic light – Pass stop sign on Keystone)

14) Left into Parking lot. (2nd entrance to parking lot)

15) Right into 1st Aisle (Angle park on right)

16) SWITCH DRIVER

17) Exit parking lot with Right on Meadow. (Back out of space – quick left – quick right)

18) Right on Cherry. (Stop sign)

19) Right on Shermer. (Traffic light)

20) Right on Walters. (Pass Railroad tracks – Traffic light)

21) Left on Western. (4-way stop)

22) Right on Illinois.

23) Left on Birch.

24) Left on Farnsworth. (Back around corner)

25) Right on Larkdale. (Complete a turnabout on left side – use driveway)
26) Right on Farnsworth. (Yield sign)

27) Right on Fieldwood.

28) Left on Asbury.

29) Right on Western. (Stop sign)

30) Left on Techny. (Traffic light)

31) Right on Shermer. (Traffic light)

32) Right on Sherman. (Traffic light – to school)

33) Right in to GBN parking lot – Park on Right.